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Here Comes Roy Rogers' ghost in cowboys town called
Bozana in Montana 
Because it is cowboys country where these cowboys
like to dance with 
Cowgirls on the streets these cowboys has indian wars
times in Bonzana 
They keep fighting thse indians until the bonzana wars
are over with the 
Help of Roy Rogers' ghost when he comes to Bonzana
town from his grave over 
The mountains & hills in the forest to fight these
indians off for their 
Cowboys lands & freedom because of cowboys ghost
powers coming to to help 
Them fight off these indians of Bonzana like a bull on
the streets tonight. 

The Cowboys & the Cowgirls will always remember this
day in the town of Bonzana in Montana were these
cowboys wins in the forest at dawn in the mountains
over the indians of early cowboys country town; each
cowboys & cowgirls will be standing one by one with
each other together on the streets because it is so hard
to say goodbye on theis special day in Bonzana. 

Over the years all the country cowboys shall be thankful
for their friend, Roy Rogers' ghost when they needs his
help from his grave of the night in Bonzana.With
another chapter all the cowboys' ghosts in Montana
comes & dance with cowgir's girls ghost on Bonzana
streets tonight; they will have memories with vict-ory,
vict-ory, vict-ory, vict-ory in their hearts so their
happiness will never fade away from these ghosts in
Montana's streets. 

Everyday all the times that these cowgirls had with
these cowboys between fighting with their enemies, the
indians and the cowboys outlaws around Bonzana in
Montana, their love shall always touch their ghost
hearts forever, because it is so hard to say goodbye
when they has to go back into their graves after the sun
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goes down tonight. 

Then they shall sing-yesterday gone and tomorrow has
come so these ghosts from their graves of Bonzana,
will keeping moving on with their hearts will never fade
away until they meet again someday.The cowboys &
Cowgirls will aways remember roy rogers'ghost from
Bonzana of Montana forever; wherever he goes. 

The ghosts of Bonzana shall keep remember of the
past with cowgirls tears down the streets while they are
out tonight from their graves in cowboys country of
Montana.They will always know a better place to be in
the town of Bonzana with all the greatest cowboys &
cowgirls in town of happy tears in the spotlight after the
sunset in Bonzana; then the indians from the grave
shall come out before the ghosts of Bonzana before
midnight around the town hidden in the caves of indian
tombs with curse like the egyptains with revenage
underground towards bonzana before roy rogers'ghost
comes flying down upon these indians ghosts before
midnight on the streets in Montana.
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